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policies of places of employment.. is now widely accepted that the 
individual functions best in either lea1;ning or a work setting if he 
tude of the counselor must be such create a psychological climB. 
1 
for the client, that preserves his as a person. 
I 
In the clinical experience! of nursing students this approach in 
the relation_s between the student ard those with whom she :is learning to 
become a nurse, while not always la~eled counseling; is now being recog-
1 
nized as having value. Nursing edu;cators are thinking of the student as 
a whole person whose potentialities are best developed by using those 
techniques in guiding her learning !that give her feelings of worth and 
dignity. Smith writes: I 
The student will be better abl!e to respect, appreciate, and 
ca1;e for her patients and co-JoJ;kers if she is respected, 
appreciated, and cared for by lithe people who are responsible 
for her education. • 2 
1carl R. Rogers, Client-cJntered Therapy (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Co. 1 1951), chap. II. 
2Dorothy Smith, "Let's 
Nursing Outlook (January, 1957), 
Our Students Learn and Grow,'' 
Counseling is based on the ptincip 
theory. It says, 
here is a list of things you have 
of human relations and on learning 
straightened out, no~ 
113 
Statement o · the Problem. 
The purpo.s~ of this study to determine if on.,.the-spot coun-
seling by staff and faculty members is given to nursing students to aid 
them with the problems in clinical experience, 
The questions· that will. be. answered are: 
1. Is the atmosphere. student feels comfortable? 
2. Are relationships nurses and nursing stu-
dents such that they free.to discuss their nursing care 
and ward problems? 
3 . What,'-. in the nursing s t s opinion, is the value of 
.counseling. in the 
This study was . prompted s t t · by . t;b.e writer' s interest in 
who act as "advis.ors'' in a guidance .program that has no guidance coun-
selor. 
The learning obtained experienc.e is a basic part 
of the education of the nurse, t is here that relationships are 
3Garland Lewis; 11 or Critid.sm?n The American 
Journal of Nursing (October, 1958)~ 1409. 
most severely te.sted by the man,y built up in meeting. the. needs 
of nur~Sing service and the educa of the stud~nts. It is the 
philosophy of the writer that care e~periences can be more mean-
ingful to nursing students if they guided by counseling rather than 
by criticism. 
tat ions 
The focus of concentrat~on on obtaining the opinion of 
nurs;i.ng students through the use ofia questionnaire devised by the 
writer. The number of ~Stud~mts who participated was 133. Two of the 
I 
because of 
. . I 
This;step 1 
questionnaires were eliminated unanswered questions on the 
in the writer's judgment> was first page pf the instrument. 
I 
.. I justified for the re!:>ponses to the. questions on 
pattern o£ ·counseling:; therefore, aJ unanswered 
that page were to show a 
question gave an incom-
plete pattern. 
There was a disparity between the number.s of students partici-
. I . . . . . 
pating from each of the first-; second-, and third-year classes. There 
were seventy•nine in the first yearf forty in the second, and only 
twelve in the third. to group those in the second and 
I 
j 
third years under the term upper-c s for a better basis of comparison 
with the large number 
and third-year students followed 
no.standard sampling t~cbniques. procedure was sl,milar to that fol-
lowed in polling the man in the s in that they were stopped as they 
came off duty and they would care to answer 
I 
I 
I 
I 
4 I 
. I 
different procedure to give them the: verbal instructions needed to 
i 
I . 
answer the questionnaire than had be
1
en us.ed with the first-year students. 
I· 
The latter had been instructed by t~~ writ~r in one large group as they 
assembled for 
arrived,. some 
i 
I 
a class. period, while l,hese stud.ents were 
in small groups and o~hers individually. 
' 
'· 
oriented as they 
Use was made of a questionJaire. In. an opinion poll this has 
. ' 
I 
I • 
I 
the disadvantage of obtaining quant4tative data only. 
Because of the necessity fdr completing the investigation with-
1 
I 
in certain time liinits, only one ho~pital school of nursing was used. 
' il 
In the light of this limitation the !results nn.tst be seen in terms of 
that school only. 
I 
Definition of Terms 
Counseling ''Coun•eUng f, an interpersoll.al l;'elationship in 
which the counselor assists the tot'l individual to adju~t: more effec-
t 
tively to himself and to his envirofm.ent . 114 McKinney goes on to explain 
what should come out of such a rela~ionship when he writes 1 11Counseling 
I 
I 
. . . is education in its bast form~ It is per~:~onality development, 
I 
verbal problem-solving. and learning!. It can promote creativity, self-
. 5 
responsibility and maturity." 
I 
On ... the-spot Counseling -·- ·~ relationship between the student 
. i 
and those responsible for her clini~al experience that will allow for a 
i 
reciprocal exchange of ideas about ~ard problems as they occur. 
. . . I 
4Fred McKinney, Counseling for Personal Adjustment (Cambridge: 
The Rivers.ide Press. 1958), p. 22. f 
. I 
l 
5 
·Ibid., p. 24. 
I 
i 
I 
e. 
I 
Professional Problem --. A slituation related to the wards or to 
nursing care in which the learner his no sat:isfa(!tory response at the 
I 
time of encounter. . I 
Learning Experience •• Tha1 e><perience which stilwlates the 
I 
learner to a positive response manifested by inte:rest 1 c1.1riosity, and 
a £elt need to .. change behavior thrpigh increased undarstand;l.ng. 
6 
Negative Learning -- That. learning which tak~.s place under 
rather traumatic circumstance.s, or lder conditions in which the student 
. I 
feels resentful .rather than satisfiJd. 
' i 
Permissive Atmasphere AJ"cliniate which respects the integrity 
I 
of the .student. 11 
7 I 
I 
Preview of'Methodology 
I 
i 
A hospital. school of nursifg located in an urban section of New 
I 
.England was selected for the study ·j Thb school had a guidance program 
in which the faculty members acted fs advbors to the nursing students. 
I 
To obtain the opinion p£ the studenfs~ a questionnaire was devised by 
the writer. The form was divided ihto four prdblem areas which Wduld be 
within the experiance ot all the •+d<nts: (1) procedura, (2) human re· 
lations, (3) evaluation, and (4) thf ward. 
In the first prbhlem area bhe questions were designed to elicit 
response patterns by which counselihg could be identified as distinct 
I 
from criticism, constructive or otherwise. .The .. second area probed into 
.. I 
I 
! 6 Maude·B. Muse, (l>tew York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1950) , 
7Rogers, op. cit .. , p. 427· 
• 
.,;r 
,I 
6 
the students, 1 feelings al:>out caring lfor patients with certain emotions, 
as- arutiety; aggression, lacks confiJence in the. nurse, and is unable to 
accept illn~ss. . 'fhey were al$o a:skeld their opinion as to the value of 
counseling in patient care. The th,rd area dealt with counseling in 
evaluation as adding to per,so1lal gr,wth and deyelopment~ and the fourth 
area dealt with assignments as lea,ing -~xperiences. 
As a means of testing for clarity, the instrument was admin-
istered to two nur.ses who were enrofled in graduate study at Boston 
University. This led to the discovry that question five on the last 
page needed to be answered only if the response to the preceding ques~ 
.tion was nyes. H The preceding queshion was HAre you given some guidance 
from the graduates as to how to get the most from the experiences?n 
This was followed by asking, ''Would you say this guidance b. adequate? 
inadequate? somewhat helpfu],?i' f..s a result of this discovery, the last 
question was revised to read, "If tte answer to the above was yes., would 
you say this guidance is adequate? ·. adequa.te? so~what helpful?" 
The method of presenting t 1 e findings 'Was by use of nominal 
tables to show significant differejces of opinion between the first-year 
students and those in the second jd third years grouped together as 
upper-class students. j· 
Sequence o , Presentation 
The theoretical frameworl< makes up C:hapter II, with a review of i 
literature and a di.scussion of how this study is seen in the existing 
knowledge of counseling J:n schools of nursing. The bases for hypotheses 
are presented and an hypothesis is stated. 
In Chapter !I! the select 
given. The 'tool used to collect 
is the procurement of data. 
Chapter IV contains 
ings. The data are presented in 
'' 
'I 
description .of the saii!.ple are 
is completely described, a:s 
· tation and discussion of the find-
under selected categories and 
from the responses that pertain ting on the'questionnaire. 
A summary of the study ven in Chapter V with conclusions 
and reaommendati.ons of the re~ult:s< This is· followed by a bibliography 
and an append~. 
OF THE STUDY 
Review 
An.examinat~~n of will be undertaken as these 
are seen to be applicable to this s Some aspeqts which will be 
considered are . the- progress of in schools of nursing, and the 
... , 
findings that relate in any way. fessional problems 1 specifically 
those in the clinical area. In e studies where the Morison Problem 
serv;lce for schools of nursing. constru<;:ted a check list of the. 
general functions of a guidance 
1 This list of functions was 
arranged in five categorical areaal (1) i 1learning" the student, (2) in-
forming the ~tudent,. (3) couns.eling s~rvice~ (4) placement activity) and 
. 'I .' , 
(5) follow-up ac.tivity. ,A numbe,r guidance leaders in schools of 
nursing were asked, for a consensus I f opini~n by checking the items on 
\ the list as either essential, desirible, or not necessary. The guidance 
leaders believed most of the i.tems 
proposed. criteria were suggested by 
nursing in evaluating their .own 
1 ' ' 
Rita Kelleher, "Suggeste 
Minimum Program of Guidance for Sc 
Master's thesis, School of Educati 
essential or desirable. These 
by schools of 
programs. 
Criteria for the Evaluation of a 
.ls of Nursing" (unpublished 
, Boston University, 1945). 
\ 
9 
Garrigan suggested an program for faculty members and 
pursued the question of how a point of view might be introduced 
and deve.loped in a school of nur.s A questionnaire was sent to 175 
graduate nurses serving in the Army Nurse Corps in a.general hospital. 
As a result .of this information a 
wor faculty member.s was set up. purpose was to change the attitudes 
of nurse instructors toward 
D~ll used the Morison Pro List to ask 300 students, 
most of whom were in the United St ea Cadet Nurse Corps 1 what their 
. . I . 
problems were. This study was donedn four schools of nursing. The 
I 
I 
greatest number of student problems/occurred in the area of Social and 
Recreational Activities, with Health and Physical Development second. 
. I 
The area of Adjustment to the Admin~stration of Nursing Care was seventh 
I 
in rank order. At that time studen~s frequently worked overtime and 
I 
many class· hours were not included :in on-duty time. Therefore, student.s 
I 
were too tired to go out or to initliate soc:i.al activities within the 
. . I 3 
school.· Thes.e schools.did have tl~ore form of student organizationH and 
some social and <ecrealoional activjtias _. Even those problems listed in 
Adjustment to the Administration to Nursing Care had to do with "off-
duty time not scheduled" and "fail,re of departments to orient stu-
2Mary Ann Garrigan, 11Guid~nce in the School of Nursing: A Sug~ 
gested In-Service Program for Facul!ty MembersH (unpublished Master's 
thesis, School of Education; Bostorl University, 1947). 
. . . I . 
~deline Dill, i'!n Analysis of Personal Problems of Student 
Nun;es" (unpublished Master 1 s thesfs,. School of Education) Boston Uni-
versity, 1946), p .. 6. I 
I 
Ilo 
dents .••4 A frequent check of the itlem "tog little time to kn.ow the pa-
5 
tient as. a 'whole 111 would se¢m to l:!e a part. of the pattern of ward ser-
vice at that time. I 
Riddell's findings at a hoJpital school and a university school 
in Canada were much the same as thoJe of Dill. One of Riddell's pur-
. . I . . 
i 
poses was to compare the prabl.~ms of canadian students with those of 
American students. SJ,e, too, made +• of the lfuriaon Probl""' Check Liot. 
In the hospital school Social and Recreatio~al Activities headed the list 
of problems~ with Adjustment to the School of Nursing second. 
Adjustment to Administ:ratipn of Nursing Care appeared in third 
I 
I 
place, although three ot:her categorfes showed almost the same per cent 
I 
of problems. Here again, half of tre probl~ms related to changed days 
of.f and time not scheduled far enou!Lh in advance so the student could 
plan. Other items checked were 11 too little chance to know the patient I . . 
. 6 
as a 1who.le'" and "too little cred~t £or giving good nursing care. 11 
I 
Sollie additional problems ~f first:-year students wer~ feelings 
I 
that supervisors did not treat theJ like human beings. Second-year stu-
dents felt there was a discrepancy !between the responsibi,lity given on 
I 
duty and the lack of trust of one dff duty. Grading according to J>er-
sonality rather than to real abili~y was a complaint of some third-year 
I 
students. More than half expresse~ a desire for co.unseling, but there 
I 
4 Ibid., p. 80. I 
5
rbid. I 
6rrances Rl._ddell, "An Ana~ysis of Personal Problems Reported 
by 163 Canadian Nursing Students'' Kunpublished Master's thesis, School 
of Nursing, Boston University) 195~) ,. p. 57. 
was no one to whom they could go. 
'The attitude o£ many head nur s and supervisol:'s toward 
I 
students. Many seem to lack t~ct and understanding. Often 
they do not give students a·c~nce to explain her side of 
the situation. A head nurse is a person who makes daily 
work ;run smoothly and bearable! or 'unbearable. 17 
I 
To the same question, a first~year ~tudent answered: 
I . 
'When I feel extremely inadequj:~.te in my experience and in-
ability to help the patient J:'f caring for, I feel very 
unhappy or unsatisfied. The fact that I have so much to 
learn makes it seem overwhelmtg at times. •8 
The above statements from Wiley1 s ·study are significant for the. 
:present study. Even though the ma+rity of the students enjoyed the 
profession, only .67 .5 per cent felt! there was someone with whom they 
could talk over their problems. R~latiot}s between graduate nurses and 
I 
students was a constant theme in tlte answers to the questions. 
l 
I 
Howland obtained opinions lof nursing students toward the coun-
seling program in a school of nurs~ng through the Morison Problem Check 
9 List. The author was .. counseling ' I 
7Audrey Marie Wiley; "AS 
Toward Their Profession in Three S 
lished Master 1 s thesis; School of 
p. 39 ~ 
8Ibid. 
inator .of the school in which she 
of Nursing Students' Attitudes 
Schools of Nursing'' (unpub~ 
sing, Boston University, 1951), 
9Ellen D. Howland> nA ··l'l r"'"'"T. to Determine the Opinio1;1.s of Nurs 
Students Toward the Counseling in a Selected School of Nursing1' 
(unpublished MMter 1 s thesis, Sc of. Nursing, Boa ton University; 
1955). 
' 
did the study. The category of Hea]th and Physical Development ranked 
high in all three ci•sses of the fi+ t- , second-, and third-year stu-
dents, while Adjustment to the Administration of Nursing Care was 
"average" in rank order. But per c1nt of pro)>lems distus.sed with coun-
selor.s. showed this category second to Adjustment to the School of NurEdng 
for first~year students, and second to The Future--Profession and Edu-
cation for second- and third-year students. 
A progression of counselinl in personal problems is .seen in 
Clark's study, although it .is repre1entative of only one schoo1. 10 In 
I 
exploring the counseling role of th,rteen instructors sh¢ discovered 
that the greatest number of problems presented to these instructors by 
I 
the students was in the professional category--a total of seventy-seven 
. I 
out of 100 students. :fif.t.y-three. cir these were first-year students 1 of 
whom nineteen discussed only grades/. The remaining students presented 
problems relating to difficulty in iard adjustment, progress in nursing, 
make-up work, and laboratory perfornce. Nineteen second-year students 
had problems in this category an.d Jen of the counseling sessions were 
. related to prog:ress in and attitudis toward nursing. Other problems of 
students in the second year we:re fliling grades, the death of a patient, 
and difficulties with interpersona~ relationships. Only five of the 
third-year students had problems ).r\. the above-listed category. 
Willi<:!.mB and Williams, ovtr a six-year period (1951-1957) 
studied five school~·o£ nursing inldifferent areas of the United States. 
! 
10 . I 
·Faye Clark 1 "Exploration of the Counseling Role of Thirteen 
Instructors in a School of Nursing\' (unpublished Master's thesis, 
School of Nursing, Boston University, 1959). 
I 
Three of the s.chools were hospital two . of which w.et\e Catholic. 
The 1t1ethod ;for data colle«:ting was (1) participant oqservation, 
(2) informal interviews, and survey of the records and 
literature of the 'schools. 
While this work is not it is important to this 
study because it points up the adolesce.nt students in ad-
justing to the giving of intimate care to patients. Williams 
states: 
In general, the students we.re awn from·a particular segment 
of Anierican so~iety, at an age I they had yet to· co1t1e in 
c<>ntact with most of the so- trealitie.s of life. 1 Few 
of this group were prepared those aspec;ts of nursing that 
are a basic part of daily pat t care. The cultural norms 
of their backgr'ounds had blo · them off from a general par-
ticipation in, or cop.siderat of, the type of activities a 
bedside nurse mus't face as a of her work routine .11 
The authors found 
desired behavior operating 
the Nightingale ideal, (2) 
stress the virtues of selfless~ unt 
Florence Nightingale is placed b 
who best.exemplifies the profess 
The liJ()st overt stressing of 
in the instructors' constant 
nursing demanded an untiring .· 
the personal needs of others.l 
11Thomas · ·Rhys Williams 
techniques for obtaining 
ois, which they have termed: (1) 
.e of science~ and (3) authori-
service to the illt and 
the students as the individual 
The authors write: 
Nightingale ideal was observed 
reminders in classes.that 
self-sacrificing devotion to 
N. Williams, "The Sociali-
(Winter, 1959), 21. zatf.on pf the Studen.t Nu.rse; 11 -~~~~~::2.!~!:J:::.~ 
12Ibid., p. 23 .. 
In describing the rationale of 
nique 
brought direct support to the s · tsi work by giving it the 
sanction of known physical caus and effect--that; is, because 
of .class instruction .about s · 
1 
fically derived knowledge; 
students became aware of the . t that in many of their inti-
mate patient .care tasks there b.e specific consequence.s 
for a particular type of care.· This. knowledge apparently 
served as added justification the students overcoming their 
distaste at many intimate patient care.l3 
The technique of authoritarian 1 was seen by the authors in the 
. . I. , 
specific rules governing the student~ i .personal and social relat.ions 
.... :. . I 
outside the school,. as well a£! those regulations on the wards and in the 
nurses ·• residenc.e. 
The authors suggest educators will need to study 
their own situations with an orating within·them the tech-
niques of socialization that s the philosophy of their schools. 
By 1959 counseling of nursing bad progressed to the 
point where the students no a lack of social and recreational 
. activities as ·a major problem. present have guidance 
·programs> and nearly all have an gov.ernment organization. 
It remains for counseling part.of the guidance of learning 
in nursing practice. 
Roger 1 s hypothesis in tive counseling is based on the 
individual as a responsible o £ making his own dec is ions . 
Among the many formulations hypothesis; one is stated: 11The 
13Ibid. 
individual has a suffici~nt capac to d~al ·constructively with all 
those aspects.of his life which can potentially come into conscious 
. 14 
awareness . 11 . But there must. be .. an 
1
atmosphere of acceptance of the in-
' 
dividual to be counseled, and. the cdunselor must act consistently upon I . . . . 
his hypothesis,. He concludes a di.sJu$sion of hypotheses with some 11 if-
thenrt statementst one of which is, 'flf a catalyst-leader provides 
1
; per-
miss.ive atmosphere . . . then ·respo"fsibLe self-direction occurs. 11 
i 
In education, Rogers sees a :peX1lli,ssive atmo.sphere as one that 
! 
respects the integrity of the studeft. Whether the counseling is non-
direct, or dir.ect as indicated by W~lliamson> the atmosphere must be 
I 16 
such as to invite expression from tre counselee. When it is necessary 
for the instructor to give criticism, it should be given in such a way 
I 
as to preserve tho dignity of thO ±dividual learner, allowing him free• 
dom to verbalize those feelings thBit may, if pent up; be a hindrance to 
I 
I 
learning. 
Jordan statest 
Any course, any word, any a~t~on which helps the student to be 
more comfortable in the area 9f feelings makes her. a better 
nurse, for the nurse is surroUnded by patients with heightened 
feelings, family members with.! fears, doubts) and arudeties, 
other nurses and doctors who iork·under tension.l7 
14-aOgers, op. cit,, p. 241. 
15Ibid. ; p. 64. 
16E. G. Williamson, ===.;;::==.....:.:=~===s (New Yorkt McGraw-
Hill Book Co., Inc., 1950), p, 
riches, 11 
e Kennedy, 11Coun,seling That En-
(:lfebruary ~· 1960) > 233. 
16 
}fuse sees constructive cr:i,t'icism as an e~acting responsibi;Lity 
of the clinical instructor. The in -.., :~ ed student expects criticism, 
and she infers that it should be gi,ren when it is needed most. She re-
iterates,. however, that 11 sweeping cJit~cism ... is always overwhelming 
and to a beginner may be disintegrJ:i,ng. u18 
It·is the writer's contentlon that teaching, rather than crit-
. I 
icism, even that which is constructive. in the traditional sense~ serves 
both the student and the institutiot to be.tter. purpose; that such teach· 
ing, when. done in a counseling relafionsh.ip, will result in more posi-
tive learning than when criticism ~~l,y i.s given.. The word criticism has 
destructive connotations, because g;raduate nurses working 1,mder pres--
1 
. sures of many kinds may be. unabie t~ draw the fine U:ne between what is 
constructive and that wh.;i.ch :La dest~uctive. 
It can be seen from this p!osition that counseling involves more 
than criticism. Many situations i~ the nursing student's clinical ex-
! 
perience have to do with orientatidn .to nursing care, self-adjustive 
1 
processes • problem ... solvi,~g, and. th~ transfer of l.earning from one situa-
tion to another by the application lof principles. These call for guid-
1 . 
ance. 
Statement of Hypothesis· 
I 
I 
In view of the related studiel in counseling in schools of nursing 
in which progress is seen in the rtcog;,ition of the nursing student as 
an individual, and in the above difcussion of hypotheses in counseling, 
I 
1~use, op. cit., p. 438., 
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CHAPT~R Ill 
I 
I . : 
METHOrloLOGY f '• 
I 
I 
.Selection and Description of the Sample 
: 
A 450-obed general hospital !was selected as a suitable institu~ 
i 
tion in which to study the problem. I The School of Nursing graduates 
about eighty nurses each year and H fully accredited by the National 
ani d the League for Nursing,. The hospital School of Nursing are under 
I 
the administration of a religious gboup. The school has an active &tuc:len 
I 
Government Organization and a guida~ce program which utilizes faculty 
i 
members in the role of counselors to the students. While this program 
r 
began by calling these members 11 advii.sors, 11 .the students are now encour--
, 
aged to think of them as counselors;. The students are allowed to choose 
their counselors and to consult thef by appointment. It is possible to 
I 
change counselors if it is the des~~e of the student. 
I . 
The problem and the methodology were discussed with the Director I . 
I 
of the School of Nursing by telepho:ne. This resulted in permission to 
I 
study the problem1 and an appointm~nt for the writer to administer a 
questionnaire to the students was Jranted. Two afternoorts of the first 
I 
week in May were selected by the'Director as-the most convenient time ! . 
t 
i 
for obtaining the data. She deleg,te~ the task of making the arrange-
ments to the Nursing Arts Instructc?r. 
At the appointed time the writer met the Nursing Arts instructor 
in her office on the first floor o the Nurses' Residence. There were 
other faculty members present and ~11 seemed most willing to aid in the 
I 
9 
study. It wa::; here also that the WJ iter was introduced to the Director 
of the School of Nursi,g. I 
The students were not told,beforehand that they would be asked 
to answer a questionnaire. The :Nur~ing Arts .Instructor introduced the 
I 
writer to the first~year students ab thebeginning of a class period. 
,· ' i 
I 
The writer asked their participatioj- in a field study, and E;Xplained 
that the purpose was to enable her to meet the requirements of a 
I 
I 
Me.ster 1s degr.ee program. 
These students were spendirg most of their time in classes or 
I . . . . . 
in study and were on the wards onlyi four hours a week. This period of 
I 
I time might be either a morning or ap. afternoon. They were under close 
I 
supervision on these assignments. 1 
The second- and third-year: students were having no formal 
I 
classes at that time, but were assi:gned throughout the services for 
clinical experience. Some o.f these! students were on services where it 
I 
was not convenient for them to be ~~ailable at the time the question-
! 
naire was to be administered. Man~ of them were on vacation or away on 
I 
affiliation. Those students on ntght duty were not expected to be in-
/ 
eluded in the study group. Due to !this situation., it was impossible to 
obtain a wide opinion of the seconJ- and third-year groups, especially 
I 
the latter. I 
The procedure that was foHowed in obtaining their participa-
! 
! 
I 
tion was that of asking them as th~y came off duty. This was done by 
the faculty members. They were thEfn sent to the writer in a nearby 
classroom. In this manner the coml[ ined efforts of four faculty members 
I 
resulted in obtaining the particip• tiQn of forty second-year students, 
20 
I 
I 
which was about half of the class, rl.d. twelve students 
year. When this number was added to the eight.y-one in 
there was. a total of 133 student:; wJo had. participated 
'. 
Tool Used to Collect Data 
'l 
in the third 
the first year, 
in the study. 
The questionnaire was designed for the purpo.se of testing the 
hypothesis as stated; nursing studeits, counseled instead of criticized 
in difficult problems encountered il clinical experience 1 have more 
meaningful learning experiences. 
The four-page form was div ded into problem areas that would 
be within the experience of all the students. There were five questions 
i to each area. The questions, with a few exceptions, contained four re.-
sponses. These exceptions were: Jage. one contained an open-end ques-
tion, and two questions. that requi led either ''Yes 11 or tiNo" answers. 
!'age three contained one question with two qualified 11Yes 11 responses 
and a ~'No 11 response. Page four coJt:ained three questions with "Yes'' and 
"No" responoes, and two questions iith three responses. The last page 
contained space for conm1ent invited by a statement which read, 11Plea.se 
comment on what you feel is your mlin problem on the wards and give why 
it is a problem.H 
The problem areas were four in number and the respondent could 
choose answers that best described her experienc.e. These areas were.~ 
(1) procedure, (2) human. relations, (3) evaluation, and (4.) the ward. 
I. . . . . 
Tbe l'rocedure l'roblem Area was completely structured in that 
the four respanses to each of the rive questions were designed to reveal 
a pattern situation. For instance, 
1Jwhen it is necessary for you to 
responses relat'ed to what the gr 
this procedure is unfamiliar. 
first-year student as compared with 
is expected to know the basic proc 
to apply the principles of some 
first-year student an unfamiliar 
has been supervised but has not had 
weeks, by which time she feels the 
ular aspect of the process. 
does about this might be that she 
know. 
The next question 
event that the student did 
If the first.;-year student was exper 
the graduate nurse. she might: well 
seling relationship. 
after the word 11 counsel:ing11 
the bottom of the page. 
the first question beginning with, 
unfamiliar procedure . . . 11 the 
nu;rae does about the fact that 
something different to a 
second or third year who 
finds herself called upon 
to·a new situation. To the 
might be one in which she 
opportunity to per fo.rm for some 
to seek guidance in some partic-
e·to what the graduate nurse 
what the student needs to 
criticism was given in the 
in performing the procedure, 
teaching and guidance from 
that it was given· in a coun-
form contained an asterisk 
that a definition was given at 
The third question the atmosphere in which criticism 
was given. The student, having ienced a democratic seeking out of 
why she l!lB.de the mistake ing relati:onship with the nu:tse, 
would, no doubt, reply 11permissiirerr answering this question. 
_The fourth question asked t the relationship between the 
II 
student and the graduate nurse duri1g the in~ident. In viow of the 
above respon~es the student would plobably reply that she felt.free to 
explain her side. · 
In the fifth question the query w.as about the learning that 
I 
' I 
was acquired. from this experience. I It, would be. expected that from the 
kind of .guidance manifested in the ;receding responses the student -would 
have acquired positive learning .. 
A second- or third-year student functioning with less super-
vision and of whom more is expectedi .might have an entirely different 
experience. She might have had cri icism given in front of others> 
probably at report, in an authori.tatian atmosphere with the direct rela• 
tionship betwe.en the etudent and th~ nurse difficult to determine. In 
this.situation the learning obtaine~ might be both negative and positive. 
It i~natural for. students to have reel~ng~ of resentm~nt ~der such • 
cond~tions depend1ng, on how severe It he 1,nd1c tment. 'l'h1s k1,nd of exper1,. 
ence may well result in negative leiarning alone. 
1 
The Human Relations Problem Area was adapted from Peplau. ·The 
questions. attempted to draw from tJe respondent. admission of a problem 
with one of four types of patients ~ith some emotional involvement, as 
anxiety~ aggression, lack of confidence in the nurse, and inability to 
accept illness .. The .student was ntt asked in an open-end question how 
she felt eibout this .. The p1,1rpose of this was to determine a need for 
I 
guidance. The third. question relaied to the availability of the grad-
uate nurse for discussion of such rtuations, and the faurth question 
1Hildegarde Peplau; Interpersonal Relations. in Nursing (New 
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1952), *P· 119-52. 
asked i.f more could have been le from the incident. The fifth 
question asked the value inpatient care. 
In the Evaluation Problem .Area the first two questions related 
I 
to t;he time when progress reports w~re given and if the instructors dis-
' 
cussed notes k~pt on incidents with/students. A third question asked if 
. - I the student felt fre.e to discuss a lfeport with the instructor if she 
did not agree with what was written] The fourth question asked opinion 
I 
on counseling as adding to the stu.dent 1 s personal growth and develop-
ment; and the fifth question was ~n,counseling as it relates to learning. 
- I . 
The area entitled The Ward/asked three questions about the 
fairness of assignments and assignmints as learning experiences. Ques-
tion four asked if graduate nurses aid students to get the most fxom 
their experiences, and question fi+ sought opinion as to the adequacy 
of such guidance. j 
The Procurfnt of Data 
I. 
The data.aollected totale1 133 questionnaires answered, eighty-
one by first-yearJ forty by secondlyear, and twelve by third-year stu-
dents. This was accomplished in two one-hour periods on succeeding 
afternoons, with the aid of the 
faculty members. 
The first-year students 
questionnaire by the writer after 
for a class period. 
2 Appendix. 
I 
ing Arts Instructor and other 
2 
given verbal instructions to the 
had gathered in the Lecture Hall 
introduced to the. students by the 
Nur$ing Arts Instructor, the writer an the orientation with the. brief 
explanation that their.Direct:or had a$k their par-
ticipation by answering some quest that would aid her in completing 
a program requirement. They were rmed that no names would be u.sed 
and that this was not a test. They were as.ked to £eel free to answer 
the questions frankly. 
Their attention was called to the directions at the top of the 
page, and they were asked to read definition o£ counseling at the 
bottom before they began. Since t:hrse students were all in the same 
year) the, prepared instruction aski~g that they write their year in 
school in theuppex; right corner wa~ omitted. ·It was explained.that 
I 
"graduate nurse" meant clinical ;insfructor, supervisor, head nurse, or 
staff nur$e with whom they were invplved on the wards. Then a definition 
I 
of negative learning as it is used ~n this study was read. There was a 
I 
question in the mind of the writer ks to whether the students would know 
I . 
what was meant by an anxiety-riddenj pati.ent; which appeared in the first 
question on the second page; .t:herefbre, three e;,camples were given--one 
patient newly admitted to the hospi!tal~ an asthmatic patient with anxiety 
I 
tendencies, or any patient with seefingly psychosomatic symptoms. After 
I 
this brief orientation one of the s\tudents. aided the writer in giving 
out the questionnaires. They questions in about fifteen 
minutes. They were not 
Meanwhile one of the facu ty members· had succeeded in gathering 
I 
some second- and third-year studen s into the small classroom nearby· . 
. . . I 
The writer was now introduced to and proceeded to give them the 
same. explanation of her purpose in ' eing there. Also, the same instruc .. 
tions were given to them as had bee~ given to the first-'year student$, 
I 
w-ith the addition of a request for thetr· year in school on the upper 
i 
right cornl!r of the first page. Thfse students also took about fifteen 
minutes to answer the·questions. I 
i 
The following afternoon three faculty members asked other 
I 
second- and third-year students as ~hey came off duty i.f they would care 
i 
to answer a questionnaire. All students'who were asked to participate 
agreed and met with the writer in·the small classroom. These students 
i 
arrived at different times during tpe hour that followed, some in groups 
I 
I 
of three or four; and some alone. All were given the same verbal in-
; 
structions as. had been given to the1 students the day before. I . 
I 
! 
. ' 
... 
. > 
J.>resentation 
The answers·to the 133 que. ionnaires were counted, each class 
separately; and the responses in pt:obl.em area were arranged in a 
block table) with the left vertical column 
and the number of the response horizontally across the page. 
From this block arrangement of showing the over-all t:e-
1 
sults was made. Six other designed to present significant 
information from the problem areas. 
The.number third year was too small to com-
pare with the large students. Since both the 
second- and third-year st.udents had been g~ven about the same amoUIJ.t of 
supervision on the ward.s ~. they were grouped together under the term 
upper-class. This was done in 
tribution of opinion. 
Two students 
page of the questionnaire. 
the reason that 
counseling, and 
students; 
There was no. restriction on 
pages . 
1 Appe_ndix. 
to provide a more even dis-
all of the questions on the first 
questionnaires were. eliminated for 
en designed to show a pattern of 
o£ handling mistakes made by the 
tion gave an incomplete pattern . 
questions on the other three 
The data from the lem Area showed three methods 
used by graduate nurses to These methods were categor-
. . I 
ized as counseling, traditional crit cism1 and indeterminate criticism. 
Criteria were established for each 
Criteria for establi,shing of counseling: 
1. The responses indicated student received criticism 
in a counseling relat a permissive atmosphere, 
and side. 
2. The responses indicated the situation was as above ex-
cept for the atmosphere, 1 which was authoritarian~ and the 
result was positive 1 
Criteria ,for establishing. of traditio~al criticism: 
L The re~:~ponses indicated the student received criticism 
either face-to• face graduate nurse 1 or in front of 
others; the atmosphere authoritarian and she felt free 
t~ explain her side. 
2. The responses indicated counseling pattern except that the 
student did not feel to explain her side. 
Criteria foX" establishin~ category of indete~inate crit-
l. The regpo.nsef? indicated that the student received criticism 
in front of a1,1thoritarian, evasive, or electric 
atmosphere; difficult: to dete~ine, or 
the nurse seemed and unreasonable. 
2 . The responses indicat. mixture of all three categories 
and the result was neg 
Tabl¢ 1 deals w:i,th the e Problem Area. !t shows the 
counseling, (2) traditional cr:i,ti~ indeterminate criticism, 
The kind of learning is indicated by the responses· ·from the qt:Lestion-
naires ~ as positive., negative, or a .. i.ttle of both. 
Forty-one: of the s first-year students were coUn.-
seled after a mistake was made a procedure.. . Twenty-nine of 
these students obtained positive , and twelve students experi-
enced a little of both positive and learning~ Eleven of the 
fifty-two upper-class. students were Eight of these students. 
received positive learning .. students received a little 
of both positive and negative learn total number of students 
counseled who received positive 1 thirty.-seven. The total 
number of students who experienced li..;ttle of both positive and negative 
learning was fifteen. 
LEARNING BY NURsiNG STUDENTS' FROM <nn,,.,.,. MF.!THODS USED BY GRADUATE NURSES 
TO HANDLE MISTAKES BY THE STUDENTS 
.tle. 
th' 
First-
Year 29 12 11 13 5 9 
Upper-
Class 8 3 8 15 8 10 
Total 37 15 19 28 13 19 
Total Fi:d 79 
Students Upp¢r 52 131 
• The f.;irst question dir~ctlyJr.elat~d to the study of the problem 
The writer bell.:eves thi;t the.thirt;y-,s~ven students in th~ counseling 
c~tegory w:ho rece,iyed posit:tve learning in .a permissive q.tmosp.he;;· felt 
. / 
. comfortable. 
':rhe. facJ that fifte~n of thj students counsel;eQ. rec.eived so;me 
negative learning ~lo.ng with .the .pos.:i,tiye .capnot- be expl.ained. in accord-
ance wi~h tOe expectOd outcome of ••t•• Uag. Thio is Oecause the. quos-
t;!.onnaire was noJ~ designed t.o ,give all of t,he .fac.tor.s involved. In 
nursing,. a mistake m(ly. b~ thought:. of as in:fb,1~n,cin~. the well-being of a 
J>atien,t. The instructor o-r; head nurse .. whc_i is ca:Lied upon to guide sttr,;. 
dents has <i cliffict,1lt task to, as.sunie a counseling rol-e if the mistal<e is 
a grave one. 
Twenty-four of tl:le seventy-nine, fLrst-,year students ;receivecl 
tradit.ional cl;'it:Lcism for a mistake bde. in doing a ppocedure;. Eleven 
of these st\1dents obtained poS:itive learning, and thirteen students ex:-
perienc.ed a little. of both positive and negative learning. Twenty-th~ee 
of the fifty-two upper~class studenJs received tradid,on~l criticism. 
Eight of these •t~dents received po~itive learning, and fif,teen studento 
received a little of both positive and negat-ive learning. 
~ ' . .~ 
The tptal nu.mbe~ of first:""iear and uppe:i:-.c;lass students who 
received traditional criticism was . .;for!Zy-seven. Only nineteen of these 
students receiv.ed positive learningJ. and twenty-eight students received 
a little of both po$i,tive and negative learning. Thi.s indicates that I . .. 
:more of these students obtained ne~tive learning along with the positive 
than positive learning alone. Nearly twice 8,s many upper-class .students I . . 
0 
obtained a little of both positive negative learning as compared 
·with. the number of upper-clas..s s s who received positive learning 
alone. 
Fourteen of the seventy-n first year students received in-
determinate criticism for a mistake doing a procedure. Five of 
these st11dents obtained negative 1 ruing, and nine stude~ts obtained a 
little of both positive and negat:iv~ ;learning. .Eighteen out of the 
. I 
fifty~two upper-class students recefved indeterminate criticism. Eight 
I 
of these .students r.eceived negative! learning~ and ten st:udents obtained 
I 
a little of both positive and negat,ive learning. The total number of 
first~year and upper-class students who received indeterminate criticism 
was thirty-two. 
i 
When thenumbers in both criticism categories are addedto-
1 
gether, the first-year students n~ber thirty-eight as compared with 
I 
.forty-one in counseling. The uppe4-class students number forty-one with 
only eleven students in counseling.! From these figure• it can be .. en 
that only .a little over a half of Jhe first-year students received coun-
. I 
seling, and this was so for less t~an a· fourth .of the upper-class stu-
dents. That forty-one out of fiftf-two upper-clas~ students could be 
placed in the criticism categories) seems to reflect a Lack of time for 
guidance and counseling after the lirst year, a.s well as a more or less 
. I 
predominant traditional philosophy I of learning, by discipline. 
That positive learning islbest obtained by counseling is indi-
cated.by the fact that thirty- responses out of the fifty-two in 
the couns.eling ·category could be, ted under this kind of learning, 
whereas only nineteen responses. o of forty-seve,n in the traditional 
criticism category were listed by tl~e students as positive learning. It 
is significant·that thirty-two out d£ the total number o£·131 responses 
I 
I 
i 
we:re listed in the indeterminate criticism category where no positi'1.re 
I 
learning alone was obtained, 
I 
The second question that dtrectly related to the problem was, 
I 
''Are relationships between graduate I nurses and students such that they 
feel free to discuss their nursing ·fare and ward problems?"' The answer 
is seen in the number of students w~ chose the fourth response . to the 
fourth question in the Procedure ;rrfbiem Area. This respons.e wasl 11Did 
. · r · . . 2 
you feel free to explain your side ro her?tt The Table of Answers shows 
this response was listed by. ninety.,.
1
six out of the 131 students. 
i 
Table -II deals with the Hutnan Relations Problem Area. For 
clarity, the types of patients lbtled in this area were grouped as pa-
l 
tients with anxiety tendencies. THe table shows the nursing students' 
I 
. I 
response to the care of.these pati~nts as being adequate or inadequate~ 
I 
The terms adequate and in1dequatewere selected as appropJ::iate 
in tabulating the results of the aJswers to the open-end question relat:-
ing to the care of one of these pa.Jients with anxiety tendencies. The 
! 
question was, '1How did you really feel about. this youl;'self?" Many of the 
-I 
I 
students used the words adequate or inadequate to describe how they felt, 
while .others expressed feelings thlt could be classified under one or 
I 
the other. 
There were sixteen scuden s who did not answer the. open-end 
question. Six of these were first~year students and. ten were upper-class 
2 Appendix. 
: 
32. 
I 
s1;:udents. No e~planation can be giv~n as to why these students did·not 
answer the question. 
NURSING 
First-Year 
Upper-Class 
Totals 
Total 
Students 
'UBLE It 
STUDENTS 1 RESPONS~~ TO THE CARE OF PATIENTS 
WITH AW{IE'l'Y TENDENCIES 
.Adequate I Inadequate No Answer 
19 54 6 
25 17 10 
44 I 71 16 
First-Year 79 
Upper-Class 52 131 
Nineteen of the seventy-niL first-year students J'elt adequate 
in caring for patients with anxiety tendencies, and fifty"'"four of these 
students felt inadequate. Twenty-fi'Ve of the fifty,...two uppe:r:;,.class stu-
dent.s felt adequate ;en coring for tt••• patients, and oeventeen of the.se 
students felt inadequate. The tot:ail p.umber of .students who felt ade-
quate was forty-four out of the 115 students who answered the question. 
The number of students who felt ina/<iequate was seventy-one, or about two 
thirds of the .students who answere4 the question. 
The fact that seventeen oJt of the forty-two upper-class stu-
dents who answered the question feJt inadequate would seem to indicate 
a need for more guidance ?,nd teachLg at the bedside of the patient be-
yand the·first year. 
The results of questions Jhree and four of the Human Relations 
i 
! 
3: 
I . 3 Problem Area are ·seen ~n the. Table of. A.nswers. Question three referred 
to question two quoted above and rea' .; "Were you able to discuss this 
freely with a graduate nurse at the .· ime7 11 Forty-one out of the seventy~ 
nine first-year students answered ;'Ylst'. and thirty-five of these students 
i . ! i answered "N. o. 11 Twenty-e ght put of the f fty.,-two unper-class students 
. . . I ~ 
an_swered 11Yes 11 and- twenty-four of these students aDcSwered 11No." 
Question four 'stated, "Do yL.i £eel that you could have learned 
more from this experience with a little guidance?n Sixty-three out of 
the seventy-nine first"iyear .students responded nyes 11 and fourteen of 
these students r,esponded i 1No." Fo~ty-eight out .of the fifty-two upper-
class_students responded nyesil and t:kee students ans;ere:d 11No •1' That a 
large majority of students from both groups cot1ld have learned more 
seems significant of a need for more guidance and. t:eacb.ing. 
The data from the. Human Relrtions I':r:oblem .Area are concluded 
in Table III., which show~ the .nursing students 1 opinion of counseling 
value in patient care. The ra!;.ings lre listed as little~ some~ much, 
and no value. 
Seventy of the. sevent:y~nine first-yea;r .. students considered 
I 
coun,seling in patient. C<:!.re to be of ruch value. The remaining nine st:;u.-
dents responded. that it had some, valre. Of tb.e fifty-two upper-class 
students~ thirty felt that counseling had much value; twenty-one of 
these students felt that· it bad some value, One student. felt that it 
had little 
tient care 
value. 
value... A total of 100 stTdents considered coun!'le:ling in 
to· have much value 1 and t'firty student~:~ felt that it had 
I 
.. 
3Appendix, 
pa-
some 
4 
The difference in the ses abot1t the value of counseling 
between the first-year and s students may have been due to 
their experience with counseling. That a total of 100 out of 131 stt1-
. I 
dents felt tha.t counseling in p~tieft. care had much val,ue seems to indi-
cate that students welcome a deliiOcrhic method of handling their learn-
ing activities by the staff and factlty. . . 
First-Year 
Upper-Glass 
Totals 
Total 
Students 
NURSING STUDENTS 1 OP 
IN PAT 
.Little 
Value 
1 
1 
I 
.I 
' 
OF COUNSELING VALUE 
C~RE 
Some Much 
Value Value 
9 70 
21 30 
30 100 
t-Year 79 
·· rea:ass1. 52 
No 
Value 
131 
The Evaluation Problem Area began by asking, HDo you get a re-
I 4 
port on your progress.. . , • 11 le of Answers shows that of the 
seventy-nine first-year students, 
ports while on the service. first-year ~tudents received re-
ports as they were about to leave service. ·· Only five of these stu-
dents got their reports a month they had left a service, and one 
student received .this report many Of the fifty-two upper-
class students; fifteen received s repo1;ts while on the service. 
4A.ppendix. 
service> and five students received ;i.r :reports, a :roonth :l.a~er. 
Only eleven students out o the 131 received their :progress re~ 
ports after they had service. From this evidence it 
is clear that the graduate nurses effor.t to provide the evalua~ 
tions when they were of mo$t value students, 
The second question of the uation Problem Area b~gan.wit:h~ 
''If notes are kept by those who wri · report. • , . 11 This incomplete 
nine fi:rst•year notes were discussed when inci.., 
, ,I " . -
dents. occurred, and forty-two s :responded that. they were discussed 
when progress :reports were given. of these students responded that 
note.s were never discussed, and students answered that they were 
not aware that notes were kept. the fifty~two upper-class students> 
five :responded that notes occurred~ and 
forty studeni.:.s re~ponded that these were discussed when pro_gress repol;ts 
'i· 
were given. Six of these students esponded t~at notes were never dis-
cussed, and one student was not ~otes we.re kept. · 
Again, there is 'evidence the data that in the process of 
evaluation a large tudents were kept informed of their 
progress, not only by.reports a two-way.discussion wit:h the nurse 
who wrote the reports. 
The third question asked, 'Do you feel free to discuss your re-
agree'?'' Of the seventy-nine students thirty-five answe.red 
11Yes., with reservations;" and fo students answered, "Yes, fully.tt 
3t 
Only three students answered 11No. 11 (~f the fifty-two upper-class stu-
dents, tw~hty-eight answered liYes~ Wlth reservations~" and twenty-three 
students answered 11Yes • fully. '1 One student answered nNo. 11 
On the who.le, progress repo s ·are given to the ;students before 
they leave the servi~e and they.feel free to discuss themwith the in-
atructors. 
Table IV shows th~ nursing tudents" ·opinion of counseling in 
the eval1;41tion process as it ac1ds to tl:leir personal growth and. develop-
ment. 
TABL~& IV 
NURSING STUDENTS' OPINION fiN THE EVALUATION PROCES'S 
,AS XH!S ADDS TO THEn. PEB,$0rL GBDWTH . A>ro DEVELOPMIINT 
Slightly MQ~erately Considerably Not at All 
First-Year 
Upper-Class 
Totals 
Tot at 
Students 
2 
2 
10 
20 
30 
:f'irst ·"iear 
'Pl-'"'a -"flass 
79 
52 
69 
29 
98 
1 
1 
131 
Sixty-nine of the s._v._.,~ .... "-IIine first-year students replied that 
counseling adds considerably to per! onal growth and development. Ten 
students replied that it: adds ..... .:..d ...... tely. Of the fifty-two upper-class 
students, twenty.students answered hat it adds moderately, and twenty.-
nine students responded that it add: considerably. 
Table V shows the :nursing ;itudents' opinion of counseling of 
ward pr.oblems as they occur and how this affects their leal;"ning. 
3 
NURSING STuDENTS 1 OPINION OF COVNSELING OF WARD PRO:BLEMS 
AS THEY OCCUR AND HOW AFFEC'£8 '£HEIR LEARNING 
First;:-
Year 
Upper-
Class 
Totals 
Total 
Students 
ases 
Learning 
1 
1 
Increases 
Understanding 
1 
1 
Seventy-seven of the 
counseling at the time problemS 
Makes No· No 
Difference Answer 
77 1 
47 4 
124 1 4 
79 131 52 
first-year students felt that 
increases both learning and under-
standing. Of the fifty.,.two upper ... c ass students, forty~seven felt that 
counseling of ward problems as they occur increases both learning and 
understanding. 
A third question directly. . lated to the study of the problem 
was, 1'What, in. the nursing student' I 
in tbe lea:rn;ing p:rcocess?'1 The .L;L.Ju.u;Lul"i 
is the value of counseling 
above indicate that 124 stude.nts 
o.ut of the. 127 who .answered the tion on the counseling of .ward prob-
lems are of the opinion that is of value. in the 1eaming 
process. 
"Do you feel that your assignments fair at all ti:mes?tt .The. Table of 
I 
5 
.Answers shows that sixty-eight seventy,..nine first,..year .student.s 
answeJ:;ed ''Ye$11 to this q:uel'Jtion. students answered H:No. 11 Of the 
fifty,..two upper-class ,students; answ.ered "Yes 11 !lnd forty-nine 
students answered ''No. n 
The second question area waste nrs it soiliet;imes 
necessary for you to stay on to finish assignments? 11 
Sixty-nine of the students answered ''Yes" and 
ten students answered 11No. 11 the fifty-two upper-class s.tu-
dents answered 11Yes.n 
Table VI shows the tudents 1 opinion of their assign-
ments. Twenty-seven of the first-year students felt that 
their as,s:ignments were real Two students respc;mde.d 
that assignment& were just routine Fifty stude.nts considered as-
signments to be both learning exper ... · o;<u ......... 
of the fifty-two upper-class student 
and routine work. Only fou:t 
assignments were 
real learning experiences. Eleven .s · ts responded that assignments 
were J"ust routine work, and thirty-slven s.tudents considered them to be 
.. I 
both learning exp.eriences and routine work. 
First-year .students see all,of their experiences in relation to 
learning. They recogni~e that their accomplishments contribute to !:he 
routine service of the hospital. s can be seen by the fact that only 
two students out of the seventy-nine responded that assignments were just 
routine work. A total of eighty- out of the lll students responded 
that assignments are both learning ience.s and routine work. This 
5Appendix. 
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bears o.ut ~he fact that service is s ill ~·definite part of e¢uc~ting 
nurses in hospital schools~ 
NURSING STUDENTS' 
... 
First .. Year 27 
Vpper-Class 4 
Totals 3L 
Total : 
Students 
The fourth question 
guidance from the graduates as 
ences?'' • 6 The Table of Answers 
VI 
OF THEIR AsSIGNMENTS 
Just 
Routine 
.work 
79 
52 
ll 
1.3 
131 
Both 
50 
37 
87 
Ward was, HAre you given some 
to get the most from the e~peri-
that sixty-nine of the seventy-nine 
first-year students answered nyes.n Nine students responded 11Yes 11 and 
twelve students answered tiNo.'' 
The fifth question asked, the answer to the above was nyes,. 11 
would you say this guidance The responses ended this ques-
tion. TWenty-four of the s first-year students responded 
that thiS. guidance was adequate. students answered that it. was in-
adequate, and twenty-four of these tudents felt that it was somewhat 
I upper-·class students felt that helpful.. Only seven of the 
this guidance was adequate. t,s re,plied that it was inadequate 
6 .· . 
Appendix. 
' 
! 
and twenty-eight students fel,t: s was .somewhat helpful. 
Seventy students so~ewhat help-
ful. This seems to indicate that to point out 
what thla student should be l()oking r in her le~rning experiences; 
however, only a Little better the students as a w)lole 
felt that this guidance was The fact that there were twenty-
one 11:No 11 answers to the preceding implies a need for more rec .. 
ognition in this ~;rr.ea on the part 
you feel is your main problem on wards and give why it is a probLem." 
A rather consistent th~ the ¢omments o:f the fi:rst-year stu-
dents was the problem of .one .comment read" "I feel that 
the biggest problem I have My assignments are fair and 
I do average work but on time. tt Mother comment 
read, 11 I have to J;earn tO Ol:',Sanize that: I can accomplish a 
lot in a short space of tinie withou things. I think .this is 
something that·no one can tell you do.but which you must figure 
out for yourself. 11 . 
,· 
The comments of the upper• students had to do with a lack 
the impression is that the students who were counseled and those who 
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SUMMARY • CONCtlUSIONS,; .AND RECO~NDATIONS 
I 
Sun:miary 
I ·. 
The purpose of this study ~as to determ.ine if on-the.-spot 
counseling by staff and faculty me~ers was giv.en to nursing students to 
i 
aid them with the problems they enc6un.tered in clinical experience. Two 
I . 
of t:he <{U:estions to be answered rel.~ted to whether the atmosphere in 
I 
I 
which the students functioned and the relationships between them and the 
I 
i graduate nurses were such that the reudents felt free to di$cuss their 
I 
nursing care and ward probhlDS. A rhird quee~tion sought to obtain the 
nursing students 1 opinion of .the V~lue of counseling in th~ learning 
I 
process. 'It was the writer 1s hypo~hesis that if students were coun-
1 
sl!led instead of criticized; they iould have more meaningful learning 
i 
experiences. 1 
I 
' 
The opinions of 131 nursiljlS .students in a hospital school of 
i 
i 
nursing was obtained through a £out-page questionnaire. The instrument 
I 
I 
was organized in four problem area~ that would be within the e:x:perience 
I 
! 
of all of the students- ... Procedure,iH:uman Relations; Eval,uation 1 and The 
I 
Ward. The procedure area was designed in such a way that the :responses 
. I 
i 
would elicit patterns of counselin;& or of criticism when the students 
I 
made mistakes; and the kind of le~rning that resulted from each. The 
i 
area dealing with human relations 
1
sought to determine the student 1s need 
for guidance in patient care. ThE evaluation area inquired about prog-
ress reports and asked the value 1,he student placed on counseling in the : 
.--·· 
! 
learning process. ': The ward area soue;ht opinion of the way the student 
I 
' 
vif!wed h~:r .;~.ssignments and i.f the gr~duate nu:rses guided her in getting 
I 
the most from the experiences • l l 
I 
From the procedure area, thtee patterns of handling mistakes 
I 
made by· the students were found to, bf in operation. These pattf!rns Wf!re 
categorized as counseling) tradition~i. criticism, ap.d indeterminate c:dt-
r 
icism.. It was found that more posit~ve l.eand.ng was obtained by the 
. I 
. student.s in the counseling category ~han by those in the criticism cate-
gories. In the hup:J,im relations ar~a\ over half of the students felt in-
' i 
adequate in caring for patients withJ al.lXiety tendencies. With one ex .. 
I . 
ception,, the student,s considered cou~seling t9 bf! of value in patient 
I 
care. In the evaluation area the evidence indicatl!d that graduate 
i 
nurses discus~u~d incident notes and progress reports before the students 
: . 
I I . left the service; and the majority o~ students felt that counseling in 
. I . . . 
I 
I 
evaluation adds to personal growth and development) as well as increases 
I 
i 
learning and understanding.. From th~ ward area it was found that two 
I 
thirds of the s.tu.dents saw their assignments as both lea.:r;ning experiences 
I and service to the hospital. 1 
! 
I 
I Conclusions 
. I . 
! 
The findings indicate that bn~the-spot counseling in clinical 
I 
experi.ence was· given by staff and fa~ulty. members tQ over half of the 
I 
first,..year students and to leiss than!a fourth of the upper-class stu-
, 
dents. The remaining responses came tinder traditional and indeterminate 
types of criticism. 
,, 
44 li==~r===============~==============+===~ 
I 
The number of students who ~ere criticized was larger than the 
number who were counseled. More pos~tive learning occurred when the 
students were counseled than when th .. y were criticized. This evidence 
supports the writer's hypothesis that nursing students, counseled in· 
' 
stead of criticized, have more meani~gful learning experiences .. 
' i 
I 
Recommendations 
The findings suggest to the :writer that X Ho.spital School of 
Nursing might greatly improve its prdgram by1 
i 
1. Doing a study on counsel~ng students in clinical experience 
I 
I 
I 
to determine the effect ~f such counseling in patient care. 
2. Inst.ituting an inservice lprogram to include the iptportance 
i 
of the counseling role of the nurse instructor, the super~ 
i 
I 
visor, the head nurse> a~d the staff nurse. 
i 
3. The staff and faculty me~ers increasing their knowledge and 
. . I 
application in the areas:of guidance, counseling, human re-
, 
lations, and the psycholqgy of learning. 
4. Recognizing that counseling, used as a technique. for obtain-
! 
ing desired behavior of ~tudents in clinical experience, 
i 
~y improve graduate protessional performance. 
5. Recognizing the counseli~g relationship between graduate 
i 
nurses and students as a~ effective method in formulating 
attitudes and appreciatidns. 
, 
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TABLE vn 
.. 
ANSWERS OF SEv~.l.'ll: FlRST.,.YEAR -. 
AND FIFTY-TWO UPPER-CLASS S.n /u.l!i.I.'!Tl:S TO THE QUESTlONNAIRE 
Question First rY' Upper-Class 
Problem Area Number ResponsE , Number Response Ntu.nbe.~. 
1 2 3 4 No 1 2 3 4 No Answer .Answer 
1 16 4 37 -~2 27 3 18 4 
Procedure 
4 128 2 2 29 £ 8 5 15 
3 33 46 2 1 127 22 
4 6 7 ~~6 6 13 3 30 
5 41 4 34 16 8 27 1 
1 10 33 19 ~3 4 7 16 14 12 3 
Human 2 19* 5lfk* 6 25* 17** 10 
Relations 3 41 35 3 28 24 
I 4 63 14 2 48 3 1 5 9 70 1 21 po 
1 31 42 5 1 15 32 5 
Evaluation 2 28 42 4 5 5 40 6 1 
3 35 41 3 28 23 1 
4 10 69 2 20 29 1 
5 1 77 1 1 14' 4 
1 68 9 2 3 49 
2 69 10 51 1 
-The Ward 
3 27 2 48 2 4 11 137 
4 ·69 9 1 39 12 1 
5 24 2 i42 11 7 ·4 128 13 
Categories of open-end question! *A' !equate **Inadequate 
I 
5. 
Verbal Instructions o the Questionnaire 
Your Director of Nurses has aciously consented to allow me to 
ask your 
Master's 
participation 
degree. This 
in 
is 
a field st\ldy to ·meet the. reqp,irements of a. 
not a testl so please feel free to answer the 
questions frankly. It is I your opinilj>n that is sought. No names will be 
used. 
i I. 
I 
Since there are members of elch class present, would you please 
I 
. I. 
write on the upper right hand cornerlof the first page whether you are a 
I 
I 
first-t second-, or third-year studebt. 
f 
The directions for answeringithe questions are at the top of the 
I 
I 
. I page. Please note that you check the response that best.describes your 
• •t 
I • 
I 
experience. Also note the deffnitioh of counseling at: the bottom of the 
. i 
I 
I page. 
. I 
The term "graduat.e nursen appearing in the questions refers to 
. I 
I , 
any clinical inE?t'ructor, sup~rvisor~·i head nurse, or staff nurse with 
whom you are involved on the wards. i 
I 
' Yo:\1. all know what positive lbarning l!l8ans but some of you may no 
: 
be sure about negative learning. rni this study, negative learning is 
I 
. . I 
that learning which takes place undef rather traumatic circumstances, or 
' tmder conditions in which the studen~ feels reselltfulrat:her than satis-
fied with-the experience. I 
I will give you some I examp;le~ of anxiety,.ridden patients appear-
' ing in the first question on the secpnd page. These :might be patients 
I 
I 
newly admitted to the hospital, asthplatic patie!lts, or patients with 
psychosomatic symptoms. 
Will you please begin to the ques tiona • 
I 
Directions --Please place a·check ( 
that best describes yo 
Procedure problem~ 
1, When it is necessary 
1. DOes the 
on the line before the response 
experience. 
an.unfaniiliar procedure 
explain the procedure? 
2. Does she show you how to do it? 
·3. Does she do both? 
4. Does she expect 
2. In the event that you do 
is the criticism given 
1. in front of others? 
2. to others? 
~ 3. · to you face to face? 
4. to you in a 
3. In the above situation, 
1, electric? 
_ 2. evasive? 
3. authoritarian? 
4. permissive? 
proceed on your own? 
wrong in pe.r forming the procedure 
relationship? 
phere 
4. What was the direct relationship f this nurse with you at the time 
of the incident? 
lr Did. it 
2. Was 
3. Did she seem 
4. Did you feel 
*Definition of counseling -- A rel.at 
those responsible for her clinic 
reciprocal exchange of ideas. 
rity on her part? 
and unreasonable? 
lain your side to her? 
ship between the student and 
experience that will allow for a 
problems as they occur, 
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Human relations problem area 
The relationship of the n~rse with the patient can be a problem 
when certain emotions are involved.* 
. . ·I 
.I 
1. In your experience, which of the following have presented problems 
to you} the patient who [ · 
I 
__ l . is anxiety ridden 7 I 
__ 2. shows aggression (is uncooperative)? 
3. registers a lack of clnfiden~e in you? 
-- 4. is unable to accept ht& illness? 
2. How did you really feel about t~il yourself? 
3. Were you able to 'discuss this freely with a graduate nurse at the 
time? 
-·-·-. 
Yes 
_No 
4. Do you 
with a 
. I . . . . 
feel. that you. could haye l,earned. more from this experience 
little guidance? 
Yes 
No 
5. The aim of counse.ling should be tc help you to help yourself. In 
view of this do you' think that co jmseling has 
----. 
1. little value? 
2. some value? 
--
3. much value? 
--
4. no value? 
--
*Adapted from Hildagarge E. Peplau, tnt.::avo::a. onal Relations in. Nursing 
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1952 :. pp. 119-152. 
Evaluation problem area 
1. Do you get a report on your 
1. while on the 
2. when you are service? 
3. about a month later? 
4. many months later? 
2. !f notes are kept by those who wr· t~ the report are these 
1. discussed with you as the incident occurs? 
2. discussed when you 
3. never discussed with 
4. you are 
3. Po you feel free to discuss your 
contains something with which you 
1. yes, with reseryat 
2. yes, fully? 
3. no? 
your progress repo.rt? 
are kept? 
rt with your instructor if it 
not agree? 
4. Would you say that counseling, in the evaluation process, could add 
to your personal growth and t 
1. slightly? 
2. IIiOderately? 
3. considerably? 
4. not at all? 
5. If counseling of ward problems is done as the problems occur would 
this 
1. increase learning? 
2. increase understand 7 
3. increase learning and understanding? 
4. make no difference'( 
The ward problein area · 
1. ·Do you feel that' your assignmen 
No 
2. Is it ,sometimes necessary for 
a!'signm,ents'l 
Yes 
NO 
3. Do you feel that your assignnien 
1. real learning exper 
2. just routine work? 
3. both? 
4. Are you given some guidance frot:n 
most from the experiences? 
Yes 
No 
5. If the answer to the above was 
l. adequate? 
2. inadequate? 
3~ somewhat helpful? 
are fair at all times? 
·to stay on duty overtime to finish 
g+aduates as to how to get the 
, would you say this guidance is 
6~ Please comment on what you feel s your main problem on the wards 
and give why it is a problem. 
